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HARRY D'SOUZA

In this paper we classify pairs (X, S) where X is a smooth complex
projective threefold and S is a smooth ample divisor in X. Moreover
S is elliptic and κ(S) = 1. We use the logarithmic Kodaira dimen-
sion of (X, S) as the basis of classification. Sommese studied such
pairs in "The birational theory of hyperplane sections of projective
threefolds" where he showed that such pairs (X, S) can be reduced
to (Xf, S')9 where S' is ample in X\ and S' is minimal model of
5 . In the case when S is elliptic, with hl0(S) Φ 0 he showed that
one obtains a surjective morphism /?, from X onto a smooth curve Y
such that this morphism restricted to S is a reduced elliptic fibra-
tion. Shepherd-Barron proved the same result using Mori's methods
without the restriction on hι0(S). We state these results in §0.

We show that the general fibres of p are del Pezzo surfaces and
classify these in the case where they are of degrees 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and
9. We show that in the degree 9 case that it is indeed a P2-bundle over
Y. In the degree 8 (= P 1 x P1) case we have a birational morphism
to a P2-bundle.

O Notation and background material. For the most part we will fol-
low the notation in [Ha 1] as closely as possible. For the convenience
of the reader we have included as much as possible. In this section
we state most of the theorems that have been used.

(0.1) If S? is a sheaf of abelian groups on a topological space X, then
the global sections of S? over X are denoted by Γ ( ^ ) , or by T{X9&)
in case of ambiguity.

(0.2) All manifolds and spaces are complex analytic, unless speci-
fied otherwise. All dimensions are over C. Complex analytic is often
abbreviated to analytic. The sheaf of X is denoted by &χ. We do not
distinguish between a holomorphic vector bundle on X, and its sheaf
of holomorphic sections. Hence a tensor product of a vector bundle
and a coherent analytic sheaf is actually the appropriate sheaves being
tensored together over <9χ.

(0.3) If S? denotes a coherent analytic sheaf on X, then χ{X,S?) or
χ{^) denotes its Euler characteristic.

(0.4) When the exact dimension of a projective space is irrelevant,
then we denote it by P.
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(0.5) We shall use the words morphism and holomorphic map in-
terchangeably. We denote the restriction of a morphism p:X —• Y,
where Y is a complex analytic space by ps or p\s, S being an analytic
subspace of X.

(0.5.1) DEFINITION. If L denotes a line bundle on X, a complex
projective variety, then L is very ample if Γ(L) spans L, and the map
Φ: X —• P is an embedding.

(0.5.2) A line bundle L on a projective variety X is αra/?/e if there
is an integer n such that Ln is very ample. See [Ha 2] for a detailed
account.

(0.5.3) If S is ample in X, where S and JSΓ are smooth, then the
logarithmic Kodaίra dimension of(X, S) is defined as follows,

log(X, S) = trc f 0 Γ(X, {Kx®S)n)\-l,
\n>0 J

where Kx is the canonical divisor of X. For a more general definition
see [II or 12].

(0.5.4) We denote the zth direct image sheaf by p^ instead of I?*'/?•.
Below we shall state without proof, some of the results on minimal

pairs. See [F-So] for details.

(0.6) THEOREM. Let L be an ample line bundle on X, a connected
smooth projective threefold. Assume that there is a smooth S in \L\,
of non-negative Kodaira dimension. Assume also that X is not a holo-
morphic P 1 -bundle over a smooth surface S, with smooth S in \L\ as
meromorphic sections. Then there exists an ample line bundle L! over
a projective manifold X', such that:

(a) X is the blow-up π: X -+ X1, ofX1 at a finite set F in X\
(b) sending smooth Sf in \L! — F\ to their proper transforms on X,

gives a one-to-one correspondence between smooth Sf in \L! — F\ and
smooth S in \L\,

(c) all smooth S in \L\ are of non-negative Kodaira dimension, and
π$:S —• π(S) = Sf maps S onto its minimal model

(0.6.1) REMARK. This pair (Xf, L!) is the minimal model associated
to (XL) or (Xf,Sf) is the minimal model associated with (X,S).

The following theorem was proved by Sommese under the condi-
tion hι>0(S) Φ 0, but using the results of Mori [M], Shepherd-Barron
removed the condition.
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(0.7) THEOREM. Let S be a smooth ample divisor on a smooth con-
nected threefold X. Assume that S is an elliptic surface with κ(S) = 1.
Assume further that X is not a P1-bundle over a smooth surface S with
S as a meromorphic section. Then there is a holomorphic surjection
p:X —> Y onto a smooth curve Y of genus hι'°(S). The smooth fibres
ofX are rational and for n > 0 :

ho((Kχf®[S'])n) = h°((Ks,)
n) = n(χ(&Sf) + 2hι>°(S')-2) + l-hι'0(Sf).

Further ps:S -• Y is an elliptic fibration, and has no multiple fibres
([B-H], p. 353).

Proof. By (0.6) we can blow down (X,S) to {X',S').

Claim. Kχ> + U is numerically effective, where L! = [Sf].

Proof (of claim). Assume that Kx> + L! is not numerically effective,
then Kχι is necessarily not numerically effective. Hence there exists
an extremal rational curve C such that (Kχ> + L!) C < 0. Since LJ is
ample, Kχ> C < -2. But since C is extremal, we also have Kχ> C >
- 4 . Hence - 4 < Kx, C < - 2 . Hence by [M, 3.12, 3.39, and 3.39.1],
the only possibility is Kχ> C = - 2 and U C = 1, with C numerically
effective (see [M, p. 137]). But {Kx,+L!) C = - 2 + 1 = - 1 , contrary
to the assertion. Hence Kχ> +L! must be numerically effective, proving
our claim.

In NE~(X')9 the curves C such that {Kχ.+L') C = 0, form a face of
the subcone NE-(X') (see [M, (1.5)]). Hence there is a corresponding
contraction /?: X1 -> y of this face, so that A>* + 1 ! = p*(M), where
M e Pic(Γ) is ample. But this p contracts elliptic curves in 5". Hence
dim p(Sf) < 1; since S' is ample in X\ it follows that p(Sl) = 7.
Hence Y is a curve or a point. If 7 is a point then Kχ> + U = ^ / ,
whence κr(5") = 0, contradicting our assumption on κ(Sf). Hence Y
must be a curve. Hence if F is a general fibre of p, then by adjunction
-Kp = UF. Hence the general fibres of p are rational.

The following argument was essentially contained in [So 6]. Since

(0.7.1) {Kx.+

(0.7.2) Ks. =
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By the Kodaira vanishing theorem and the Riemann-Roch theorem,
for n > 0:

(0.7.3) χ{n{Kx, + L1)) = h°(n(Kx, + L'))

= ^{Kx, + L') • (2n(Kx, + U) - Kχ,){n{Kx. + U) - Kx.)

+ {Kx,+L)

±{Kχ. + L') • {{In - \){KX. + U) + L')

{{n-l){Kx, + L')+L')

But we note that {Kx, +U) • {Kx, +L') D = 0, for any eίfective divisor
D on X'; so

= j^(Kx. + U) L'L' + ^ (-d {X ' ) + U) • c2{X') + χ{<9x.)

Since the general fibres of p are rational, we see that h' °(X') = 0, for
/ > 2, and by Lefschetz theorem hl0{X') = hι °{S') = g{Y).

Hence by (0.7.1) and (0.7.2) we have:

(0.7.4)

and since p^ή {Kx> + L') = 0; by the Leray spectral sequence,

(0.7.5) h°{p*{M)) = h°{M), and hi(M) = hl(p*(M)) = 0

by Riemann-Roch on Y; h°{M) = degM + 1 - g(Y).
Hence by (0.7.4) and (0.7.5)

(0.7.6) χ{#s,) + 2(1 - g{Y)) = degM

Now by the canonical bundle formula using the notations of ([B-H,
p. 353]); for 0 < α, < m, - 1

(0.7.7) detΛ/ = degKs. = χ{&s') + 2(1 - g{Y))

+ length T +

Hence by (0.7.6) and (0.7.7) it follows that length T = 0, and α, = 0,
for all /. Hence all the fibres of Ps> are non-multiple and reduced, and
we are done. D
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(0.8) THEOREM. Let S be a smooth ample divisor on a connected
projective threefold X, then log(ΛC S) < 0 if and only if one of the
following is true.

(a) X is a P1-bundle over a smooth surface S andS is a meromorphic
section,

(b) S is of negative Kodaira dimension.

(0.9) THEOREM. Let L be an ample line bundle on a smooth con-
nected surface S. Then T((KS ® L)n) spans (Ks ® L)n, for some n>0,
unless (S,L) is of the form:

(a) (P2,^p2(£>)) with e = 1 or 2,
(b) S is a P 1 -bundle over a curve and LF = ^w(l), for any fibre F

of the bundle.

(0.10) REMARK. log(X, S) = 1 if and only if (X, S) satisfies Theorem
(0.7), and from the proof of this theorem, we have:

(1) Kx> ® [Sf] = p*(M), where M is a line bundle over Y.
(2) Kx> ® [5"] is arithmetically effective.

(0.11) REMARK. Proving a theorem for [X\ L') implies the conclu-
sions of the theorem for (X, L).

1. Some general results.
(1.1) DEFINITION. Let p J ^ Γ b e a surjective morphism, where

X is a smooth projective manifold and Y is a smooth curve. Let % be
a holomorphic line bundle on X. Suppose also that for all y in X %
restricted to p~ι(Ay) is spanned (ample, very ample) where Ay is a
neighborhood of y. Then g is said to be locally spanned [ample, very
ample), with respect to p.

(1.2) PROPOSITION. Let p:X -+ Y be a holomorphic map, where
X is a smooth projective threefold and Y is a smooth curve. Let %
be a holomorphic line bundle on X, such that p*(&) is locally free of
rank (r+l)onY. Suppose also that W is locally spanned with respect
to p. Then there exists a holomorphic map Φ: X -> P(/?*(ί?)), such that
the following diagram ofmorphisms commutes:

Y

Proof. The proof of the above proposition is a formal exercise. D
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(1.3) COROLLARY. With the same hypothesis as in{\. 2), if moreover,
% is locally very ample with respect to p, then Φ:X -> P(/?*(^)) is a
relative embedding.

Proof. We choose an open cover {£/;} of Γ, where £// is chosen small
enough to have p*{%) free of rank (r + 1) over [/,. Let t//; denote the
intersection of Uj and £//. Since Φ/ is an embedding for all /, then we
have that Φij\p~ι{Uij) -* C/y x P r is also an embedding. Hence Φ*
induces an embedding of X in P(/?*(lf)). α

(1.4) LEMMA. Lei p:X' -+ Y be a proper morphism, where X1 is a
smooth protective threefold and Y a smooth curve. Let L1 be an ample
line bundle with respect to p, where (Xf>L') is as in (0.6.1). Then
p*(—Kχ*) is locally free everywhere of constant rank.

Proof. p*{-Kχ>) is torsion free and Y is smooth. Hence p*(-Kx,)
is everywhere free of the same rank as that of this sheaf in the neigh-
borhood of a smooth fibre. D

(1.4.1) LEMMA. Under the conditions of Lemma (1.4), P(i){#χ>) = 0
and P(i){#χ'{-F)) = 0, where F is any fibre of p and i > 0.

Proof. By (0.11), Kx, + Lf = p*(Af), so using -Jl/ in [So 1, p. 60,
Lemma II-A], P(i)(#χ>) = 0.

Now noting that @χ>{-F) = p*{-[P]), where p~ι(-P) = F, we can
rewrite, again using (0.11), 0χ\-F) = p*(-M - [P]) + Kx, + U and
again using the same lemma we see that p{ι){&χ'{—F)) = 0. D

(1.5) REMARK. By Theorem (0.7) <9F = (p*(-M))F ® (KF ® L F ),
where Λf is a holomorphic line bundle on y, and F is a general fibre
of p. Hence for a general fibre of p, {Kf)~~ι is ample in F. Hence F
is a del Pezzo surface. We denote the degree of the del Pezzo surface
by r, where r = KF- KF.

We need the following lemmas.

(1.6) LEMMA. Let {XL) be as in (0.6), with L very ample. Given
two distinct points {x, y} in X, there is a smooth A e \L\ with {x, y}
in A. Given a point x and a tangent vector v at x, there is a smooth
A e \L\, with x in A, and v E TA, where TA is the tangent bundle of A.

Proof. If the intersection of all A e \L\ that contain {x, y} is a finite
set G, then by Bertini's theorem and the fact that a generic A € \L\
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containing g e G, is smooth at #, we can find such a smooth A. On
the other hand if the intersection of all A e \L\ that contain {x, y}
is not a finite set then since Γ(L) embeds Jf in P, it follows that the
intersection must contain a line h. Let fh denote the ideal sheaf of h
in X. Since the zero set of the general section of L®/h gives rise to a
non-zero section of ( ^ / ^ 2 ) ® £, it follows that the zero set A of the
general section oϊ L®/h is smooth along h. Hence again by Bertini's
theorem A is smooth. A similar argument holds in the case x e X,
and v a tangent vector at X. D

(1.6.1) LEMMA. IfL is very ample then L! is locally very ample with
respect to p.

Proof. By (a) in Theorem (0.6) we have π*(Kx, ® L'2) = KX®L2

and U is ample. See [So 2] for details. Also from the exact sequence:

0 -+ Kx ® L -> Kx ® L2 -+ # 5 <g> L^ -> 0

and using the fact that π^(Kx ® L) = 0, we have

2 Ls) -+ 0.

Also since S is an elliptic surface of non-negative Kodaira dimension,
it is non-ruled in particular. Hence by [So 3] KS<8>LS is spanned. Also
note that:

(*) Kχ> ® V = p*(Jt), with deg(^) > 0, since log(Z, S) = 1.

Since L is very ample, by [So 4]

(**) Kx, ® L'2 is spanned by global sections.

Hence by (*) and (**) U ® p*(^) is spanned. Hence L' is locally
spanned. Now by (1.6) it suffices to show that L\s, is locally very
ample.

Claim. LSLS> 6.

Proof {of claim). Since Ls is very ample and Ks ® L^ is spanned,
1 0 (see 1.5 in [So 3]).

If Ls Ls < 5, then by Castelnuovo's inequality, [Ha 2] we have
g < 2. But by [So 3, Lemma 2.2.2 for g = 2, and for g = 1, hl0(S) =
0], it follows that the Kodaira dimension of S is negative, but we have
κ(S) > 0.

Hence Ls LS > 6, proving the claim.
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From the exact sequence:

0 -> Kχι ® L! -> ^ ® L'2 -> # s , ® Z^, -> 0.

On tensoring the above sequence with ( ^ / ®L')n~ι we see that by the
Kodaira vanishing theorem, H'(X', {Kx> ®L!)n) = Q for / > 0. Hence

T{{KX, ® L')n ® L') - Γ({Ks,)
n ® Z£θ -> 0.

Hence the sections of {Ks,)
n ® L' lift to sections of (A^ ® L')n ® ZΛ

Since ^(ίS') is non-negative (A^/)" 7̂  0, for some n > 0, so
L ® π*((Λ^/)") is very ample on S, where π is as in (0.6). So by
[VdV Theorem III] Ks ®L® π*((Ks,)

n) is very ample on S. Hence
π*(Ks ® L ® π*((Xs/)w)) separates points on 5'. But AΓ5/ is locally
trivial since 5" is minimally elliptic (see [B-H], p. 353). Hence L's,
separates points locally. Since S' is obtained by blowing down finitely
many exceptional curves on S, Us, separates tangent vectors. Hence
Lf

s, is locally very ample. α

(1.6.2) LEMMA. Let L be ample and spanned over X, then U is
locally ample and spanned.

Proof. By (0.6) L! is ample, and by (1.6.1) we also know that
LSLS > 6. We first show that Ks< ®LS> is spanned by global sections.
We have the following exact sequences:

0 -> Kx <g> L -> Kx <g) L2 -+ Ks ® Ls -+ 0

0 -> KX®L -• KX®L2 -+ KS®LS -* 0
π | π i π*j

0 -^ Kχ,®U -* Kχ,®L12 -+ KS,®L'S, -> 0.
Since π blows down exceptional curves of S, π^(Ks ® As) = 0 (see
(0.5.4)), for / > 0. Hence by the Leray spectral sequence

Γ(S Ks ® L 5 ) = Γ(5', ϋ: 5 ' ® ̂ )

Since L$ - L$ > 6, and L^ is ample and spanned and S has non-
negative Kodaira dimension, it follows by [So 5] that Ks ® Ls is
spanned. Hence Ks> ® L^ is spanned. Now considering the long
exact sequence associated with

0->Kχ,®L'-+ Kχf ® L'2 -> ^ ® L^ -• 0

and noting that / ί ι {X1, Kx, ® V) = 0 by the Kodaira vanishing theo-
rem, we see that

Γ(KX, Θ Z/2) -> Γ(KS, ® L^) -^ 0.
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Hence Kχ> <g> La is spanned by global sections. But Kx, ® LI is locally
trivial. Hence U is locally spanned. D

(1.7) Possible Singular Fibres of p$>.
Following (0.7) we have:

(1.7.1) #F = p*(Jr)F S (KF ® L'F)
N

where Jΐ is a holomorphic line bundle over Γ. U is the line bundle
given by 5" in X', F is a general fibre of p, and iV is some integer.

By (1.7.1) {KF)~ι is ample in F, hence F is a del Pezzo surface and
in particular F is rational. We first calculate Σ S1 on X', where Σ is
singular fibre of p\S>. Since Σ ~ E on 5" where Z? is a smooth elliptic
curve on S"; we have Σ S' = £ S1 in A7 and also E - Sf = (E - E)F,
and since £ = S' F, £ is ample in F. Also by (1.7.1) E - E =
{KF)-{ (KF)~K Hence Σ 5" = KF £>• But for del Pezzo surfaces
we know that KF KF < 9. Hence we have 1 < Σ Sf < 9. Hence the
reduced singular fibres of ps> can have at most 9 components. So the
only possible ones by [Ko 1] are of type lb, 1 < b < 9, II, III, IV and
I*, b = 0,1. We also note that Σ S' > 3 if S' is very ample.

(1.8) THEOREM. Let (X',Lf) be as in (0.6.1) and assume that L is
ample and spanned over X, then there exists a morphism Φ: X' -*
P(/>*(-AorO) such that P(p*(-Kx<)) is a Ψ-bundle over Y, where r is
the degree of the del Pezzo surface that is the general fibre ofp: Xf —• Y.
Moreover we have the following commutative diagram ofmorphisms:

X' %

Proof. By Remark (1.5) we know that the general fibre of p: X1 —• Y
is a del Pezzo surface of degree r, where r = KF KF. Now by looking
in the neighborhood of the general fibre we see that ρ*(-Kχ>) is locally
free of rank (r + 1). Hence by Lemma (1.4) it is everywhere free of
rank (r + 1). The rest of the theorem is an immediate consequence of
Propositions (1.2) and (1.6.2). D

2. The different cases of r = KF KF.
(2.0) In what follows (X1, S') and {X', U) are as in (0.6.1). Moreover

we assume that S is ample in X, and p: X1 -> Y is as in Lemma (1.4).

(A) The case d = 2.
Here we need the following classical result.
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(2.1.0) PROPOSITION. A smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 2 is a
double cover ofP2, branched along a smooth quartic curve in P 2 .

REMARK. Note that the singularities of the del Pezzo surface lie
exactly at the place where branching occurs in (2.1.0).

(2.1.1) THEOREM. Let p,X',S' and Y be as in (2.0). Assume fur-
ther that L is spanned. Then there exists a commutative diagram of
morphisms: Λ

X' % P(p (-*>,))

such that Φ is a 2 : 1 cover ofT?(p*(-Kχ,)) branched along a surface
that intersects every fibre of π along a quartic curve (not necessarily
smooth).

Proof. We first note that p*(-Kχ>) is locally free of rank 3. Hence
by Propositions (1.2) and (1.6.2), there exists a morphism Φ:X —•

Now by (2.1.0), it follows that Φ is 2 : 1 everywhere along the
smooth fibres of p, and along the singular fibres, by the remark and
noting that there are only finitely many singular fibres, it follows that
Φ is 2 : 1 almost everywhere except along some isolated points. But
this being a set of codimension 2, Φ extends over to be 2 : 1 every-
where. D

(2.1.2) THEOREM. IfX' is a smooth projective threefold, Y a smooth
curve, andP(^) a Y1-bundle over Y, such that there isa2: 1 morphism
Φ:Xr -> P(2^), branched along a surface, whose general fibre via the
restriction map ofΦ, is a quartic curve, then the general fibre of p (as
in (2.0)) must be a del Pezzo surface of degree 2.

Proof. Since Φ is 2 : 1 over P(^) , it follows that the pullback of an
ample divisor is again ample. Let φ = Φ\F where F denotes a general
fibre of /?, then

KF = φ*(KF2) + B = φ*(-3H) + B

where H is the hyperplane in P2, and B is the branch locus. Also
2B = φ*(4H). Hence B = φ*(2H), so that -KF = φ*(H). Thus -KF

is ample in F, and since Φ is 2 : 1, deg(-KF) = 2. So F is a del Pezzo
surface of degree 2. D

REMARK. The case r = 2 cannot occur if S if very ample in X.
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(B) The case r = 3.

(2.2.1) THEOREM. Let p,X',S' and Y be as in (2.0). Assume more-
over that S is very ample in X. Then there exists a morphism Φ: X1 —>
P(p*(-Kχ>)) such that Φ is an embedding in the sense of (1.3). More-
over we have the following commutative diagram ofmorphisms:

X' $

Y
where P(p*(-Kχf)) is a P3-bundle over Y.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1.6.1) and (1.8). D

Let *V = p+{—Kχι). Since in the above Φ is an embedding, Xr can be
thought of as a divisor in P{T). Hence noting that π*{ζ3) = S^3(T),
where ξ is the tautological bundle, and since Xf\π-\^ is a smooth cubic
for a generic y e Y, we have

Hence

Therefore

for some line bundle Jί1 on Y. So it follows by the projection formula
that

or

This brings us to the converse of (2.2.1).

(2.2.2) THEOREM. If π\P(T) -> Y is a morphism, where Y is a
smooth curve and P(3^) is a P3-bundle over Y, and X1 is embedded
in P(3r) such that X1 e \ξ3 ® n*(JT')\, where ξ and Jί1 are as above,
then πχ'\ X1 —> Y is a del Pezzo fibering with the general fibres as cubic
surfaces in P 3 .

Proof.

Kχt = [Kv{r) ® [^'])|;r' by adjunction

= {ξ~4 ® π*(Kγ

 3

= ξfχ\ ® π*(Kγ ® det(^)
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where d e t ^ ) is the determinant bundle of 2^. Hence for any general
fibre F of %χ>, we have:

(b) KF = KX,\F = {ξ~ι)χ.\F O π*(tfr ® drt(3Π ® , # V

thus (Λ^)"1 is very ample in F. Since X " ^ 3 ® π*(Jt')\9 it must be a
del Pezzo surface of degree 3 in P 3 . D

(2.2.3) REMARK. From the proof of (2.2.2), since Y is smooth it
follows that Kγ <g> det(2^)

(2.2.4) COROLLARY. /H (2.2.2), ι/K 3 ® π*(ϋΓy ® det(3^))] is
Φ(ΛΓ') w ample andΛΓ2(Z/,Z) = Z θ Z .

Proof. Since ample line bundles restrict, Φ(^Γ') is ample, and since
d i m P ( ^ ) is 4, by Lefschetz theorem H2{X',Z) = i/ 2 (P(^) ,Z) S
Zez. α

(C) ΓΛe coί^ r = 4.
Before proceeding, we need the following classical result.

(2.3.0) PROPOSITION. A smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 4 can be
embedded as a complete intersection of two smooth quadric hypersur-
faces in P 4 .

(2.3.1) THEOREM. Assume S is very ample in X, and let p, X', Sf and
Y be as in (2.0). Then there exists a morphism Φ.X1 -+ P(/**(—J ĵrO)
such that Φ is an embedding in the sense of (1.3). Moreover we have
the following commutative diagram ofmorphisms:

X' $ I>(p*(-Kx,))

where 1*(p*(-Kχf)) is a T*4~bundle over Y, and Φ(Xr) is a complete
intersection of two divisors [which are unique upto a pullbackfrom the
base), in a small neighborhood of every fibre of p.

Proof. By (1.6.1) and (1.8) we have the embedding and the com-
mutativity of the diagram of morphisms. If JF is a smooth fibre of /?,
then by (2.3.0) we can always find smooth quadrics &0 and &\ in P 4 ,
containing F. Hence the fibre of π contains a pencil of quadrics inter-
secting in F. If we denote this linear system by \@λ\ = \λ§@§ + λ\<&\\>
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then by Bertini's theorem we can always find a non-singular &λ con-
taining F.

Claim. This holds true even for singular fibres.

Proof {of claim). Let ζ be the tautological line bundle of P ( ^ ) , Ψ* =
p*{-Kx,), and fx, the ideal sheaf of X1 in P(2^). Then we have the
following short exact sequence:

which gives rise to the following long exact sequence:

• • • - π*(ξ2) -+ π*{ξ2\x,) -> π(ι)(ξ2®Sχ.) - 0

noting that π*(ξ2) = c5*2(^), and so has rank 15, and since a smooth
fibre of p is a local complete intersection of two quadrics in P 4 , by
(2.3.0), it follows that π*{ζ2\x>) is locally free of rank 13 in the neigh-
borhood of this smooth fibre. But by (1.4) it is everywhere of the same
rank 13. Since the problem is local we let y0 e Y be a point over which
the fibre of p is singular, say So. Since Φ is an embedding, we think
of SQ in P(2^). Let Δ = Ayo be a small neighborhood of >>o, chosen
small enough so that TT*(£2)|A is free of rank 15, and π*{ζ2\χ')\Δ is free
of rank 13. So locally at Δ, we have the following exact sequence:

0-+JΓ-* π*(ζ2) Λ π * ( φ ) - π{ι)(ζ

where 3£ is the kernel of β. Now X is at least of rank 2, and so So

is at least contained in an intersection of two quadric hypersurfaces.
We need to show that ^ is generated by exactly two elements, from
which it will follow that locally β is surjective. Now let SQ lie in say
a Π a1 in π~ι{y0) = P 4 . We note that deg(SΌ) = 4. So we have the
following possibilities:

(i) Both β and S1 are irreducible
(ii) β is irreducible but & is not

(iii) 3 and &' are both irreducible without a common component
(iv) β and β1 are both reducible having one linear factor in common
(v) β = & = L\ U Li where L/ is a linear factor

We first note that since the degree of the general fibre is 4, the only
possible fibres of ps> are of type I#, where b < 4, and type II, III and
IV. We also note that none of these have components of multiplicity
> 1. This is because U n SQ is reduced (see 0.7). Hence the fibre of
p cannot have components of multiplicity > 1, because otherwise L!
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will intersect So in a non-reduced fibre. We now show that none of
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are possible.

In (i), (ii) and (iii), deg(*f ntf") = 4 = deg(S0), and So is reduced.
Hence S0=aT\^f.

In (iv) let β = LC\LX and β1 = LΓ)L2, then @Γ\& = Lu [L x ΠL 2).
Now L = P 3 and Li Π L2 = P 2 . And SO is in P 3 U P 2 , and we have the
following possibilities:

(a) L\ Π L2 is not a component of So, in which case, SO is in P 3 .
(b) L\ Γ)L2 is a component of So, whereby So = Si US2, S\ is in P 3 ,

and S 2 is in P 2 , deg(SΊ) = 3, deg(S2) = 1.
In (a), the general hyperplane in π~ι(y0) Π X\ given by the line

bundle Z/, will intersect SQ in a plane quartic curve, say C. But then
χ((fc) ψ 0, and since χ{/fc) = 0, for a general fibre of ps,, we have a
contradiction.

In (b), since deg(Si) = 3, and deg(S2) = 1, the general hyperplane
section given by L! will possibly intersect So as follows:

(i) Si in an irreducible cubic, and S 2 in a line. But in [Ko 1], no
such configuration occurs.

(ii) Si in a reducible cubic (conic + line, or, three lines) and S2 in a
line. Upon examining all possible configurations, we see again by [Ko
1], that none of them occur.

Case (v) cannot occur for then rank of X will be less than 2. Hence
none of the above cases occur, thus making π*(ξ2\χ') locally free of
rank 13. Hence at >>o, X has rank 2. This holds for all singular fibres
which are finitely many. Hence Φ(X') is a local complete intersection
in the neighborhood of every fibre. α

(2.3.2) COROLLARY. IfY = P 1, then Φ{X') is always a complete
intersection.

Proof. We know that if we are over P 1 , then π*(ξ) splits into a
direct sum of line bundles. So considering the generators of each as
being inside π*(^2), β in (2.3.1) will be surjective, thereby showing
that Φ(Xf) is always a complete intersection. D

(2.3.3) PROPOSITION. Conversely if π:Y(T') -> Y is a morphism,
where P(2^) is a P4-bundle over Y, and X1 = @§ n @\ as a complete
intersection in P(3^), where β\ € \ξ2 ® π*(Af/)|, Mi are line bundles
over Y, and ζ = ^>(^)(1) is the tautological bundle. Then πχ>\ X1 -> Y
is a del Pezzofibering whose general fibres are of degree 4.
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Proof, By adjunction Kx, = K^\x, ® Nx>\^ where Nx,\^ is the
normal bundle of X1 in β$. But since X1 is a complete intersection,
we have

where N& \x* is the normal bundle of @\ in P ( ^ ) restricted to X'.
Therefore

Kχ> = ^ o U ' ® Λ^Jx

= (<Γ5 ® π * ( ^ r

The last inequality holds because X' = ^ 0 Π
Hence Λ^, = <J-J | ^ ® π* (A:7

Now since AΓ/r = AΓχ/|i7 where F is a general fibre of πx< we see that
(KF)~ι is very ample on F. Moreover F is a complete intersection of
two quadrics in the corresponding fibre, P 4 of π. Hence F must be a
del Pezzo surface of degree 4. α

(2.3.4) REMARK. Since Y is smooth, it follows from the above proof
that Kγ®ά.t\{Ψ')®j%§®Jί\ = &γ. We thus have a relationship between
^ o and Jί\. Hence X1 is completely determined if we know one of
them.

(D) The case r = 7 and r = 8 (.see (b) below).

(2.4.0) REMARK. Before proceeding we need to note the following
facts:

(a) A smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 7 has exactly three excep-
tional curves, and exactly one of them meets each of the other two in
a point of multiplicity one.

(b) A smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 8 has a unique exceptional
curve. It is also possible for this surface to be isomorphic to P 1 x P 1 ,
but we do not consider such surfaces in the following discussion.

(c) If E denotes the exceptional curve in each of (a) and (b), and F
denotes the general fibre of p as in (2.0), and (X1, L') as in (0.6.1), then
by (0.11) it follows that L'E = -Kx, E = -KFE (by adjunction and
since E is in F, EF = 0 in X'). But by adjunction KFE+EE = -2 ,
so that KF E = -l. Hence V E = 1.

(2.4.1) THEOREM. Let p, X\ U be as in (2.0). Assume moreover that
L is spanned. Then there exists a morphism to a threefold X" such that
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the following diagram of morphisms commutes.

X' % X"

Moreover the general fibre of p1 is P 2 .

Proof. Let Ey F be as in (2.4.0) (c), then we have

0 -> NE/F - NE,X, -+ NF/x,fE - 0

where JV^ is the normal bundle of A in 5, and NA/BtC is its restriction
toC.

Since E is = -1 in F and Λ^y^ = ̂ p, we have

Hence

Let %? denote the Hubert scheme parametrizing smooth deforma-
tions of E in X1. Let Z denote its universal family. We have the
following morphisms:

r: Z -> %? with r a flat morphism.

Let 3f =

0 -> ̂ k(-l ) -* NE/X,

Claim. 9J is a P1-bundle over Y.

The general fibre of r is P1, and since L'E = &E(1) by (2.4.0) (c),
and r is flat, we have for any fibre / of r, deg(L^) = 1, and since L!f

is also ample and spanned by (1.6.2) / = P1, so that Z is a P1-bundle
over ^ . Hence 3f is a P1 -bundle over Y. This proves the claim.

Since N^/χt>E = &E(-1), & can be blown down smoothly to give a
map Φ: X1 -• X", and this in turn gives us a morphism /?;: X11 -• Γ
whose general fibre is P2 in the case where E is as in (2.4.0) (b), and
in case Is is as in (2.4.0) (a), we are reduced to (2.4.0) (b), and this in
turn gives us the desired morphism. D

(2.4.2) REMARK. Hence the cases d = 7 and d = 8 are reduced
to the case d = 9, and as we shall see, in this case Xf is indeed a
P2-bundle over Y.

(E) The case d = 9.
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(2.5.1) THEOREM. Let p, X\ S' be as in (2.0). Assume moreover that
L is spanned by global sections, then X' is a P2-bundle over Y.

Proof. By (0,11), Kx. + L' = p*{JT). Let F (= P2) denote the
general fibre of p. Let C be an irreducible curve in F. Then p(C) is
a point. Hence by [M, 3.6], there exists an extremal ray R, and a map
η = contΛ such that the following diagram of morphisms commutes:

X1 Λ B

and 1 < d i m £ < 3.

Proof. We first try to prove the following

Claim, dim B = 1.

Proof (of claim). If dim B = 3, then by [M, 3.5], there exists D such
that:

(i) D s P2, and 0D(D) = ̂ ( - 1 )
(ii) D £ P2, and ^>(Z)) = ̂ ( - 2 )

(iii) D s P1 x P1, and ^b(D)= ^ ( - 1 , - 1 )
(iv) 2) = to an irreducible quadric in P3, and &D(D) = ^(-1)1/)
(v) Z> = P"^bundle over η(D).

In (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), η(D) = point = £ (say), and since the
above diagram commutes D lies in p~ι(y) for j ; = q(b) e Y.

Case (a). p~ι{y) is irreducible.

In cases (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) since D lies in p~ι{y), we have

Hence D is a fibre of /?, and so @D{D) = ^> which contradicts (i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv). We will consider cases (v) separately.

Case (b). ρ~ι{y) is reducible, and D is a component of p""1^)-
We first note that (Ps>)~ι{y) = P""1^) n 5 " 5 which by (1.7) can be of
type lb9 1 < b < 9, II, III, IV, and Γb, b = 0,1. We first note that
in each of these types there is at least one component C7 (say), with
multiplicity one. Hence S' being ample in X1, there is one component
of ρ~ι{y) = (Jj Fi ^at is irreducible and reduced, say Fj. Also since
C) = - 2 on 5", by [So 5, 1.0.1 and 1.6], p~ι(y) = P 2uF 2, where F2 is
the second Hirzebruch surface, on noting that the same proof carries
through with the assumption on log(X', Sf) replaced by log(X;, S') = 1.
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So p~ι{y) = P 2 U F 2 , and P 2 Π F 2 = C, where C is that unique curve
on F 2 such that C 2 = - 2 .

Since V is locally spanned P 2 and F 2 intersect transversely. Since
{Kx> + Z/)IP2 = f̂p2, by adjunction and (i) and (ii), we have

(*) L'p2 = <9ψι{e), where e = 1 or 2.

Similarly since (A^ + Z/)IF2 — &F2 we have:

(**) Lk-ΛΓ F 2 =^ F 2 (2,4) .

We also know that degLp2+degLp2 = 9. Since degLp2 = 1 or 4 by (*),
we therefore have degLp2 = 8 or 5, but since degF2 is even, perhaps
detLp2 = 8 is possible. So letting Z/F2 = (a, b), we have a{b-d) = 4, so
that (ά,b) = (1,5) or (2,4). If L'Fi ='(1,5), then by (**) Nψ2 = (-1,1).
Now since C = (1,0) on F 2 , we have jVp2 C = 3. On the other hand
we also have

NF2/X,C = NC/ί* = ^fr(l)

since P 2 and F 2 intersect transversely in C.
Thus Nγ2- C = 1 which is a contradiction. Also since & > 2α,

Lp2 = (2,4) is impossible. Thus (i) and (ii) are impossible. This
brings us to (iii).

Here D (= P 1 x P 1) is a component of p~ι(y). If D\ is another
component (there could be more) that intersects D transversely, then
by (1.7) I! - D D\ = 1, or that L'D [D\]D = 1, which is impossible
since the intersection numbers on P 1 x P 1 are even. This brings us to
(iv).

Here D is an irreducible reduced singular quadric in P 3 . Since
{Kχ» + Lf)\D =@D,by adjunction

Hence

= -2.

Since L'D is ample degZ/^ > 4, so that άt%KD < -6, which is im-
possible because d e g ^ = 8. So it remains to disprove the possibility
of (v).

In (v) η(D) is a curve and D = P 1 -bundle over η(D). Here we have
two possibilities:

a curve
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(I) p(D) = y then we have
Case (a) D is irreducible, here D = p~ι{y). If we let / (= P1)

denote the fibre of η\j), then ND/χfj = ^ P i , which is not possible.

Case (b) p~ι (y) is reducible and D is a component of p~ι (y). Here
we see that L'D is a smooth rational curve by (1.7), and is also ample
in D. So C G \L'D\ cannot be a fibre of η\r>. Since η(D) is a smooth
curve, by Hurwitz formula (P1 =)C = η{D), and so D = P 1 x P 1 . This
is impossible, as we saw in case (iii) reducible case.

(II) p(D) = curve, then p(D) = Y. Let c denote a generic point
of 7, then p~ι(c) = P 2 , and {pD)~ι{c) =P2nD = {ηD)-χ{q-χ{c)) =
{*lD)~ι{g) = P 1 , where g e η(D). Hence P 2 n θ = P 1 , so NJ>ΊJ>2 =
ND/X,pι. But then if / is as in case (a), then ND/X,j = ^fpi(-l).
Hence ΛfPi/p2 = ^fPi(-l), which is impossible. Hence we conclude
that dim B < 2.

If dimB = 2, then for a generic y e Y> q~ι(y) is a smooth curve.
Also p~ι{y) = P 2 . Hence by the commutativity of the diagram we
find that η restricted to p~{(y) gives a morphism onto a curve. But
as is well known we cannot have a morphism from P 2 onto a curve.
Hence we must have dim B = 1. This proves the claim.

To finish the proof of the theorem; since dim B = 1, and the fibres
of p are connected. By the commutativity of the diagram B = Y.
Hence by [M, 3.5.2], we conclude that X1 is a P2-bundle over Y. D

The following cases are a result of the observations and suggestions
made by the referee:

(F) The cases d = 1 and 8.

In the case d = 1, then we need the following proposition:

(2.6.0) PROPOSITION. If F is a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree
1, then there exists a 2:1 morphism φ:F —• Q, where Q is a singular
quadric in P 3 , branched along the vertex of Q and a cubic curve that
does not pass through the vertex ofQ.

Proof. See [D-P-T p. 68-69]. D

(2.6.1) THEOREM. If the general fibre of p is a del Pezzo surface
of degree 1, then there exists a morphism Φ:Xf —• p*(-2Kχ>), where
p*(-2Kχ>) is a quadric bundle over Y, andΦ is 2:1 and branched over
the vertex and a cubic section over Y.
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Proof. The morphism in (2.6.0) is given by | - 2Kp\. Since the gen-
eral fibre F of p is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1, and [—2Kχ»\\p =
-2Kp by adjunction; by Propositions (1.2) and (2.6.0) we are
done. D

Before mentioning the remaining cases we need the following:

(2.7) DEFINITION (see [Se]). A field k is said to be C\9 if for a ho-
mogeneous polynomial of degree d Φ 0 in n variables with coefficients
in k, whose only zero in kn is (0,..., 0), then d >n.

(2.7.1) THEOREM. IfF is a del Pezzo surface of degree d > 3, defined
over a C\ field k then it always has a k-rational point defined over it

Proof. See [Ma; 4.1] and [S-D].

(2.7.2) REMARK. If C(Γ) denotes the function field of Γ, then C(Y)
is C\.

(2.7.3) THEOREM. If the general fibres of p are del Pezzo surfaces F,
where F = P 1 xP 1 , then there exists a birational morphism Ψ: X1 -»X",
where X" is a P2-bundle over Y.

Proof. By (2.7.2), since the function field of Y is C\ there exists a
section s: Y —• Xr. We blow-up s(Y) in Xf. Let σ denote this blow-
up map. This amounts to blowing up a point in the general fibre F
(= P1 x P1) of p. Hence we are reduced to the case d = 7, and so
by (2.4.1) there exists a morphism, say ζ onto a P2-bundle over Y.
Letting Ψ = ζ o σ, we get the required birational map. D

An Example. Let C be an elliptic curve that is an r-sheeted branched
covering of P1, where 1 < r < 8. Embed this curve into P2 via
the linear system |3Pol ( s e e [Ha 1] for details). We can embed this
curve into P1 x P 2 using the product of these two morphisms. Then
S e \n\{fγ\ (d)) <S>̂ p2(3)| for d sufficiently large positive number, gives
us a very ample divisor in P1 x P2. If we blow-up this curve in P1 x P2,
and if X is the resulting threefold, and b is the blow-up map, then
b*([S])> is again an ample line bundle over X, if r < 1 (see [Ha 1] Ch.
iv, for details). If r = 8, then it is spanned by global sections. Hence
we have the following commutative diagram:

X Λ P1 x P2

PΪ
pi
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The general fibre of p is a del Pezzo surface of degree (9 — r).

REMARK. One has to worry about the general position of the r
points in the fibre of the branched covering of P1 in the embedding
of the curve into P1 x P 2 , because the blowing up of the curve might
not result in a del Pezzo surface for the general fibre.
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